LOW COST PROPERTY FLOOD RESILIENCE

Our climate is changing and we are seeing differences in weather patterns, resulting in more extreme weather events and an increased chance of flooding. Property flood resilience measures (PFR) can help to reduce the impact of flooding and the damage caused, however they are sometime costly to buy. Here are some more affordable PFR options you can consider using to help protect your property.

1. Waterproof paints, sealants & tiles
2. Airbrick patch
3. Repointing
4. Rugs on stone flooring instead of carpet
5. Lift-off hinges on internal doors
6. Alternative sandbags
7. Toilet pan seal
8. Non-return valves
9. Tins/crates to lift furniture
10. Puddle pump
11. Raise electrical appliances and valuables

Further information can be found in our Property Flood Resilience (PFR) booklet.

If you have recently flooded and are in the recovery process, repairing and reinstating your property could cost thousands. Building back better and putting PFR in place doesn't cost much extra and could provide vital protection, prevent insurance claims and reduce future recovery costs.